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PUBLIC MEETING
Friday, 12th June at 7.30pm
Robertson Community Hall,
Caalong Street

Wildlife Rescue South Coast
Talk and story sharing by
Sam and Cathy Joukador
and Ray McGibbon

Reptile Display by Ian Usher
Cathy and Sam Joukador have been wildlife carers
for eight years.

Cathy, Sam, and dragons
They’re with Wildlife Rescue South Coast
and rescue all wildlife, including snakes and bats.
Cathy and Sam rescue and care for all types of
wildlife and look forward to sharing some of their
stories – a combination of strange, humorous, sad
and serious.

Diamond Python
Snakes, especially venomous ones, have a
very bad reputation and are feared and disliked by
many people. Once you start gaining knowledge
about them, some of that fear dissolves. You
realise snakes are truly fascinating creatures that
are not out to bite as many people as possible. We
can successfully live alongside snakes, so long as
we show a healthy respect for them and don't try to
harm or capture them. Sometimes snakes do need
to be ‘moved along’ though and that's where
people like Sam, Cathy and Ray come in.
Ray McGibbon, a licensed snake handler,
will be assisting. He has 20 years’ experience with
reptile rescue and care and he’s also actively
involved in Wildlife Rescue South Coast. Ray has
very interesting stories to share with us.
Ian Usher, who is fully licensed by
National Parks and Wildlife, will be presenting a
display of reptiles.
ALL WELCOME
Join us for supper, a chat, and look see after the
talk. Gold coin donation would be appreciated.

Report by David Mee of the presentation on 10th
April by Ken Hayward entitled:

Building took place in 2007-8. It has 32 staff. The
entire site is dedicated to the breeding and
management of the over 900 varieties of mice.
This, and any experiments carried out there, are
overseen by the animal ethics committee. Ken
showed a photo of a bubble pavilion, basically a
big plastic tent, where experiments can be
conducted and where the conditions, such as
temperature, humidity, etc., inside are maintained.
Typically air inside the bubble is changed 8 times
per hour. All engineered systems related to the care
of mice are duplicated so that no single failure has
the potential to affect the experiment or the health
of the mice. There is a concerted attempt to
2uthoriz energy consumption, so recovery heat
exchangers are used. Light is strictly regulated,
with typically a 10 hour day of light and 14 hours
of dark. A red light can be on for people, as mice
cannot see in red light.
There are also “individual bubbles”,
smaller units, where the air can be changed 60-80
times per hour. In these are racks, each containing
162 mouse cages with around 20 mice per cage.
There is no smell or cross-contamination. Ken
noted that mice breed every 21 days, and that the
pups can also breed after just six weeks. To breed a
new strain of mouse with special characteristics
(designer mice) used to take two years and was
very expensive. With new cost saving features it
now takes 12-14 weeks at a much lower cost. One
new feature is achieved by injecting sperm into
eggs and then putting the resultant embryos into
surrogate mice.
Ken described how cleanliness was
maintained, especially of the water, where both
washers with detergent and irradiation are used.
Mouse bedding is derived from corn cobs.
This needs regular recycling. Mouse bedding is
easily composted and can be used to make garden
compost, but at the moment it is sent to landfill
because of the mouse faeces. The ABS is working
on better solutions.
Walk-in autoclaves which cook the cobs at
121 degrees for 20 minutes and a fumigation
chamber using hydrogen peroxide is also
employed. Mouse food goes through this process
as well.
For
minimising
external
energy
consumption, 900 solar tubes are deployed on the
roof for heating water. The site is an authorized
AQIS (quarantine) site. Reverse osmosis is used
for water treatment.

The Moss Vale “Mouse House” – state-of-theart biology and energy efficiency
After some preliminary announcements,
President Peter Glass called on David Tranter to
introduce our guests, Ken Hayward and his wife
Fiona.
As noted in the Eucryphia newsletter, our
guest speaker, Ken Hayward (a Robertson local), is
the electrical engineer in charge of the Moss Vale
Australian Biomedical Resources Institute (ABR),
the state-of-the-art biological support facility for
the pre-eminent Garvan Institute of Medical
research, 2uthorized2g in such diseases as bone
disease, cancer and diabetes. The ABR, known
locally as “The Mouse House”, is the main source
of “blood-line” mice for Garvan and other
Australian Medical Institutes.

Ken and Fiona Hayward
Ken’s job is to maintain constant
environmental conditions for ABR mice by
meticulous engineering and monitoring of their
temperature, humidity, light and water supply.
Ken began his talk by restating that the facility he
looks after is a fully-owned subsidiary of the
Garvan Institute. Much medical research relies on
mice as test subjects, and it is the main job of the
facility to produce mice for this. This includes
looking after their environment, health, breeding
and genetics. Many mice used for this research are
special strains, some even genetically modified.
The facility was built on a greenfield site,
an old dairy farm, on very clayey soil, which made
building construction very difficult during the
extensive rain that occurred at the time. It is a large
site with over 4000 square metres under cover.
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Your reporter was amazed to learn that
drinking water is acidified so that the water the
mice drink has a sour 2.5pH. They seem to prefer it
this way.
The facility has a van specially fitted out
for mouse movements. Ken said that the facility
has good amenities and environment for the staff.
Apart from the imputed cost of rent, the facility is
completely cost neutral, as mouse agistment and
sales to 19 other institutes pay for the staff salaries
and other running costs. Your reporter asked why
is was located in the Southern Highlands, and was
told that the designer of such facilities for the
Garvan Institute now lives at Penrose and did not
want to travel far to supervise its construction.
There was a lively question time including
questions on security, and after this a vote of
thanks with gifts and flowers was given to Ken and
Fiona. The meeting adjourned for tea, cakes and
informal conversation.

in the park was a big moment. Their final location
took into account a lot of things, including the
requirement to provide some shelter from the
westerly winds, the necessity to have some
grouping, but without being too close so that two
independent family groups could use them, each
with some privacy. Celeste Coucke is preparing a
plaque to be mounted on a plinth in the park, and
this will be the final activity, after which an
opening event can take place. Before this, WSC
will help with a park clean up, and we should help
with this too.

The “Pinkwood” and “Lilly Pilly” designs on these
benches were drawn by Robertson Public School
children, Eric and Tiarna. They were carved by
members of The Men’s Shed, Bundanoon, with
assistance by artist Neil Boughton. The Pinkwood
Park Bench Project was made possible by a
Wingecarribee
Shire
Council
Community
Assistance Grant, with support from The
Robertson Village Woodworks. The project was
commissioned
by Robertson
Environment
Protection Society and was guided by project artist,
Celeste Coucke. David Mee is to congratulated for
his work in coordinating the project.

Presentation to Fiona
_________________________________________

Pinkwood Park Project Progress

There have been a lot of steps to take to make this
project happen, but the installation of the benches
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Poetry Corner
Edited by Peter Glass
In 1852 Kendall’s family moved to his grandfather’s home in Wollongong. In this lesser-known poem Henry Kendall
(1839-1882) describes this beautiful district prior to it becoming the industrial city so familiar to us.

Wollongong
Let me talk of years evanished, let me harp upon the time
When we trod these sands together, in our boyhood's golden prime;
Let me lift again the curtain, while I gaze upon the past,
As the sailor glances homewards, watching from the topmost mast.
Here we rested on the grasses, in the glorious summer hours,
When the waters hurried seaward, fringed with ferns and forest flowers;
When our youthful eyes, rejoicing, saw the sunlight round the spray
In a rainbow-wreath of splendour, glittering underneath the day;
Sunlight flashing past the billows, falling cliffs and crags among,
Clothing hopeful friendship basking on the shores of Wollongong.
Echoes of departed voices, whispers from forgotten dreams,
Come across my spirit, like the murmurs of melodious streams.
Here we both have wandered nightly, when the moonshine cold and pale
Shimmer'd on the cone of Keira, sloping down the sleeping vale;
When the mournful waves came sobbing, sobbing on the furrowed shore,
Like to lone hearts weeping over loved ones they shall see no more;
While the silver ripples, stealing past the shells and slimy stones,
Broke beneath the caverns, dying, one by one, in muffled moans;
As the fragrant wood-winds roaming, with a fitful cadence sung
'Mid the ghostly branches belting round the shores of Wollongong.
Lovely faces flit before us, friendly forms around us stand;
Gleams of well-remembered gladness trip along the yellow sand.
Here the gold-green waters glistened underneath our dreaming gaze,
As the lights of Heaven slanted down the pallid ether haze;
Here the mossy rock-pool, like to one that stirs himself in sleep,
Trembled every moment at the roaring of the restless deep;
While the stately vessels swooping to the breezes fair and free,
Passed away like sheeted spectres, fading down the distant sea;
And our wakened fancies sparkled, and our soul-born thoughts we strung
Into joyous lyrics, singing with the waves of Wollongong.
Low-breathed strains of sweetest music float about my raptured ears;
Angel-eyes are glancing at me hopeful smiles and happy tears.
Merry feet go scaling up the old and thunder-shattered steeps,
And the billows clamber after, and the surge to ocean leaps,
Scattered into fruitless showers, falling where the breakers roll,
Baffled like the aspirations of a proud ambitious soul.
Far off sounds of silvery laughter through the hollow caverns ring,
While my heart leaps up to catch reviving pleasure on the wing;
And the years come trooping backward, and we both again are young,
Walking side by side upon the lovely shores of Wollongong.
Fleeting dreams and idle fancies! Lo, the gloomy after Age
Creepeth, like an angry shadow, over life's eventful stage!
Joy is but a mocking phantom, throwing out its glitter brief Short-lived as the western sunbeam dying from the cedar leaf.
Here we linger, lonely-hearted, musing over visions fled,
While the sickly twilight withers from the arches overhead.
Semblance of a bliss delusive are those dull, receding rays;
Semblance of the faint reflection left to us of other days;
Days of vernal hope and gladness, hours when the blossoms sprung
Round the feet of blithesome ramblers by the shores of Wollongong.
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and with foreign cells, like with like; and like with
unlike in symbiotic co-operation. Lichens, for
example, are an alga-bacteria co-op; coral polyps
and upside-down jellyfish are animal-alga co-ops;
others, including ourselves, are animal-bacteria
co-ops. Those energy-generating inclusions in our
body cells that we have termed “mitochondria”,
once thought to be part and parcel of ourselves,
are now known to be chemical bacteria as
evidenced by the fact that, when we fart, we fart
methane, as small boys with matches are prone to
demonstrate to impress their friends.

BIOENERGETICS
1. Bioenergetics is the branch of ecology that
deals with energy flow through ecosystems, food
chains and populations. The term ecology, derived
from the Greek word óikos (a house), was
invented 150 years ago to mean “the study of
nature’s household”. Ecology is an integral part of
observation-based science, which is subject to
rigorous peer group review.
2. Homeostasis (steady state), the result of selfregulation, is not a spooky metaphysical concept,
it is simply the result of “negative” (stabilizing)
feedbacks, like the outrigger that keeps a
Polynesian canoe stable in the water; or the
thermostat that keeps the frig and hot water
system at a constant temperature; or perspiration
after prolonged exercise which cools the body
temperature; or high altitude acclimation which
stimulates the body’s blood cells to absorb more
oxygen; or immunity which induces the body’s Tcells to proliferate and destroy harmful microbes;
or predator-prey interactions which stabilize
population size.

5. Size
There are physical, chemical and biological
limits to how big a plant or animal can grow; - for
example, the limit to how big a tree can grow is
determined by how high it can lift ground water
upwards to nourish its leaves; and the limit to how
big animals can grow is determined by how far
they can pump oxygen through the minute
capillaries in the far reaches of their bodies.
Consequently, plant and animal body size tends to
level off at sexual maturity.
6. Growth
From an economic point of view, continual
growth is desirable because it sustains our postindustrial economy. However, there is a law in
ecology that productivity is limited by the
resource in shortest supply - if not energy then
water; if not water then nutrients; if not nutrients
then diversity; and so on. Consequently
productivity is governed by the flow rate of
resources through a system rather than their
amount. Cancers are populations of body cells
that increase in number until they run out of
resources when their “host” dies. Pest and weed
populations that do continue to increase in
numbers are usually immigrant escapees from
their homeland that have left most of their
predators and parasites behind.
From an ecological point of view, continual
growth is mathematically impossible in a finite
world. Human beings have so far avoided that fate
by using capital, rather than interest to sustain
their growth, burning coal, methane and
petroleum at a faster rate than it was ever
generated in nature, a sure recipe for instability.
So what are we to do? Unless we are some
ethereal kind of species that is unconstrained by

3. Economics
The term economics was invented about
the same time as ecology to mean “the wise use of
scarce resources”. But, as economists chased the
holy grail of continuous economic growth, they
considered the term “resource” to mean capital
or labour, rather than the resources of the earth;
consequently wisdom itself became a scarce
resource. (If facts don’t support a pet economic
theory, economists tend to reject the facts.)
4. Energy is the basic force that drives ecology and
economics. Life on earth arose from virus-like
bacteria (methanogens) that reproduced their
kind by harvesting chemical energy for their
livelihood, an anoxic process that releases
methane as a by-product - what is commonly
called “coal-seam gas”. The second “cabs off the
rank” were bacteria that developed the molecule
chlorophyll, which uses solar energy to extract
hydrogen from water and carbon dioxide from the
air to produce carbohydrates, releasing oxygen as
a by-product, a gas that poisons chemical bacteria.
Those primeval cells joined forces with each other
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ecological laws, surviving by virtue of our superior
intelligence and wisdom, continued economic
growth is ultimately impossible. To colonise
another planet because we have trashed our own
is ethically unacceptable; the era of colonisation is
over. And, as UN Secretary-General Ban Ki Moon
reminds us, “There is no Plan B; there is no
Planet B”

THE PASSING PARADE
(Mount Murray Wildlife by Day and Night)
The 2015 autumn was unusually wet, even for
Mount Murray at the edge of the Illawarra
Escarpment, a mix of once-cleared land and
remnant rainforest. Courtesy of the NPA (National
Parks Association), an infra-red camera had been
installed near a tiny rivulet to photograph wildlife
that were drawn to a “lure” - an anchored and
imprisoned chicken leg, a novelty that needed to be
checked out.

7. Steady State
The economies of coral reefs and rain
forests and, closer to home, the Barren Grounds
Nature Reserve, flourish in magnificent diversity in
nutrient-impoverished habitats because the
resources that they do have are swiftly cycled
from one species to another. As a result, the
overall productivity of the community is high,
demonstrating that steady state economies are by
no means stagnant: on the contrary, they are rich
in both species and survival information that is
archived in their genes.

The camera record was meant to last a fortnight,
but the first week coincided with a deluge, the
main visitors during that period being a wombat
(April 19) that ambled up to the lure, sniffed it in
disgust and, for a wombat, beat a hurried retreat
and, on the following day (April 20) a Wonga
Pigeon, one smaller bird and a Brush-Tailed
Possum.

8. Certainty
Nature and society skirt along the edge of
an abyss, the edge between prosperity and
disaster. “Nothing in life is certain”, as they say,
“but death and taxes”. But society works not so
much by certainty as by what is “certain enough
for most practical purposes.” Planes could indeed
fall out of the sky; houses could burn down;
bridges could collapse; sharks could be skulking in
the surf; economic growth could escalate
indefinitely – all those scenarios are possible but,
for practical purposes, none of them is particularly
likely.

The camera was then covered up for its own sake
to await more clement weather. Consequently,
most of the “passing parade” was captured on
cameras the second week.
 April 24: A Feral Cat appeared followed,
after a safe interval, by a Bush Rat.
 April 26: A Swamp wallaby appeared
followed, soon afterwards, by a Baby
wallaby (presumably its own) … then, at
dusk, a Wonga Pigeon and Feral Cat.
 April 28: Began with the opportunistic Rat
and, in the afternoon, a Wonga Pigeon, then
a glamorous newcomer, the Lyre Bird and
the return of the “Big W” .
 April 29 (last day): Bush Rat, Lyre Bird,
Wonga Pigeon, Lyre Bird (again) and
Wombat.

9. Risk
The obvious solution to such problems is to
minimize the associated risks and seek
alternatives, a practice that insurers and ordinary
people understand full well. As T.H. Huxley, one of
the greatest thinkers of the 19th century, has said,
“The chessboard is the world. The pieces are the
phenomena of the universe. The rules of the game
are what we call the rules of nature. The player on
the other side is hidden from us. We know that his
play is always fair and honest. But we also know,
to our cost, that he never overlooks a mistake or
makes the slightest allowance for ignorance.”

In summary, the Mount Murray infra-red camera
captured a passing parade of Blackwoods wildlife
with neither Quolls, Rabbits nor Foxes in sight but
a, no doubt nasty, Feral Cat that we will have to do
something about. But, without a rifle; and all our
neighbours situated less than 500m away; what can
one do but count our blessings or provide a nice
habitat for a cat-eating Quoll – any offers???
David and Helen Tranter

David Tranter
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WORLD ENVIRONMENT WEEK

Free Pest Animal Control & Motion Camera
Training
th
Fri 5 June 9am -3pm
Registrations:
David at 0418977402 davidr@npansw.org.au

1-7 June 2015

ON THE EDGE
A fantastic new documentary film
detailing a 20-year
effort by a
community group in
Kangaroo Valley
and National Parks
and Wildlife
Service (NPWS)
staff to help save
the endangered
Brush-tailed Rockwallaby.
The film examines
the future of threatened species conservation and
the need for community involvement.

HELP CARE FOR OUR NATURE
RESERVE
1st Wednesday of each month from 9:30am till
noon. Please bring garden gloves. More volunteers
would be greatly appreciated. Everyone is
welcome.
Details: Helen Tranter 4885 1394 or
NPWS in business hours: 4887 8253.

FREE! Friday 5 June 2pm
Fitzroy Falls Visitors Centre Nowra Rd

CAALANG CREEK WORKING BEES

Proudly presented by the Friends of the Brushtailed Rock Wallaby and the NSW National Parks
& Wildlife Service.

Last Saturday of each month
9:30am onwards, subject to the weather.
Please come and join us for as long as you are able.
Don’t forget water, hat and gloves. We have tools
available, but bring your own if you can. Caalang
Creek volunteers meet at the footbridge in
Hampden Park.
Queries to Steve Douglas 4271 4957 or
Leon Hall 4888 2222.

Free tickets available
from NPWS Fitzroy
Falls Visitors Centre Tel: 4887 7270

WALK & TALK - PERMACULTURE &
SELF-SUFFICIENCY WORKSHOP

WINGECARRIBEE COUNCIL
SUPPORTS THE CAALANG CREEK
WORKING BEES

Saturday 6th June 10:00am - 1:30pm

Bushcare is a program that integrates the
community with the management of bushland.
Members of the community are welcome to play
an active role in bushland rehabilitation and assist
Council with management issues related to the
reserves.

A guided tour and interactive workshop with Paul
& Judith Collins, self-sufficient owners of this
amazing property.
Cost: $15.00 per person. Tea & Coffee included

Can you help?
Location: The Keep, 61 Balmoral Park Rd, Buxton
More info: www.earthkeepers.com.au
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DENIS WILSON’S DONATED BOOKS.

REPS MEETINGS FOR 2015

There are still many of Denis’ excellent pre-loved
books on gardening (native and other), orchids,
garden pests and diseases, composting, orchards,
birds, native animals, environmental protection…
— that’s just a few topics.

Dates for your Diary:
Friday 12th June
Friday 14th August
Saturday October Walk - tba
Friday 13th November AGM

You are welcome to browse through the books
donated and take any that will be of interest to you.

____________________________________________

REPS MEMBERSHIP

Again, a gold coin would be appreciated.

Membership is from November to November each
year but we welcome new members at any time. If
you are not yet a member, please consider
becoming one.
Helen Tranter ph.4885 1394

WASTE EDUCATION CENTRE
Thurs 4 June Official Opening 2015
10am-12pm at the Resource Recovery Centre,
Berrima Rd, Moss Vale
World Environment Week event. Celebrate and
learn at the official opening of the new Waste
Education Centre. Bookings essential – Call Esther
Landells Tel 4868 0507

CONTACT REPS
Those who are interested in supporting our aims
are welcome to join REPS. Our aim is to promote
the preservation and enhancement of the
Robertson environment. We welcome contact with
individuals and other community groups. For
further information and subscriptions please
contact:

PUBLIC ADDRESS BY BOB BUNTING
(Railway Guard)
“The disastrous 1972 Railway collision at
Robertson - A Personal Account"

President, Peter Glass on 4885 1921,
Vice-President, David Mee on 4885 1483,
or write to REPS at PO Box 3045, Robertson,
NSW 2577.

This will include recollections by local residents on
other collisions.

________________________________________

Thurs June 25 2-5pm, Fettlers Shed Gallery,
Railway Station

Articles for Eucryphia may be sent to the editors,
Allan Stiles and Sheila McInnes, at
stilesaljen@bigpond.com .

Refreshments provided (Gold Coin Donation)

Visit the REPS website
www.reps.org.au

All welcome. Contact: David Tranter, 4885-1394
Disclaimer: The views expressed in Eucryphia are not necessarily the views of the Society.
Printed at Robertson CTC on recycled paper
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